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#1  What year did you start writing and also who did you start writing with ?           I began with 
the CO OP CITY writers HONDO 1 , FRESCO 1 , DOCTOR SEX 1 , CAMARO 170 , RICAN 120 , ALE 1 
, DOO 2 , SHELL 2 , EXPO 72  those are the original people LIBRA 5 ,KOOL EVEN and PROB 2 were 
the guys I used to go hitting with and they were actually bus writers as well as train writers 
plus WARLOCK 13 believe it or not actually was bombing the inside of all the buildings in  CO OP 
CITY stairways and walls                            

 #2 Who took you to your first lay up or train spot ?            I was taken to BAYCHESTER AVE lay 
up with HONDO 1 and FRESCO 1 in 1972 and that's were all the beginnings of my days 
started                            

#3  How did you come up with your name and were there any other names ?                  How I 
came up with my name I was working in Path mark next to CO OP CITY and I was the kid with 
the box cutter so I had to cut all the boxes because I was the stock boy and never wrote any 
other name before or after        

#4   Who was your first partner ?         HONDO 1 taken me under his wing not really a partner 
basically HONDO 1  saying come on kid taking me to BAYCHESTER lay up not really a partner as 
just he was just king from 1972 to 73 HONDO 1 and DEATH who was the one that invented THE 
CRAZY FIVE they were the kings of the 2 train and the 5 train which were the 4 train at 
KINGSTON at that time and as well as UTICA . COMET and I became kings of the 2 and 5 trains 
from the end of 1974 to through 1982 COMET and I ruled and of course VAMM and CRACHEE 
11 and all of those guys were also kings at that time period but they were on the PARK SIDE side 
I moved from PARK SIDE to CO OP CITY in 1969 and that's how I met up with HONDO 1 and 
FRESCO 1 and DOCTOR SEX 1 were we used to hang out in section 1 in CO OP CITY witch was a 
big hang out back then for writers from the area              

#5 Why did you leave CO OP CITY to hang out at PARK SIDE on WHITE PLAINS RD                 The 
reason I left CO OP CITY was because HONDO 1 and FRESCO 1 and those guys were getting 
older and getting into all kinds of trouble that I did not want to be in so I went back into my old 
neighborhood to actually see the people I was born with you know CRACHEE 11 and I were 
born in the same building VAMM also was at PARKSIDE so they were bombing doing trains at 
BURKE AVE and ALLERTON AVE lay up and at that time I was bombing mail trucks with a writer 
CHINO 1 and just hooked up with people I grew up with in PARKSIDE                  

#6  Did you ever right with any other writers but the people from PARKSIDE after you left CO OP 
CITY ?               Basically I stayed right there down hill and went to the old neighborhood at 
PARKSIDE when I went back to see all the original  people I grew up with were I saw all the 
people like this friend of mine RON GLASER who actually came up with the name TULL 13 witch 
was given to MARIO who actually put it on the train and was one of the original CRAZY 
FIVE  . TULL was for JETHRO TULL the rock band and the thirteen was from WILT CHAMBERLIN 
was his number that's how TULL 13 got his name             



#7  Do you think would met COMET if you never went back to PARKSIDE PROJECTS ?            No 
because he was the sixth member into THE CRAZY FIVE it was really just the five of us all of us 
just that little group . Then COMET 1 , AJAX , FRITZ , SHAKE , SILVER TIPS , PAIN 3 , DOC MAGIC , 
SHORTY 5 , DEVIL 1 and by 1976 the original members of THE CRAZY FIVE were not hitting 
anymore except for myself and DEATH who was living with me in my apartment in 1976 and 77 
and ripped free and from that part on COMET and I did all the CRAZY FIVE stuff and COMET and 
I painted over five thousand trains each documented with the photos to back up I guess about 
70 percent of the pieces because you could never get all the pictures its impossible .       

 #8 When you went back to PARKSIDE PROJECTS did you have any problems with the people 
from CO OP CITY since you started to hang out with them instead of them ?        No not at all 
everybody was just bombing back then having a good time you have remember what was 
versatile was the nationalities of the writers of that time period . There was no beef between 
different writing groups as well as nationalities everybody just went hitting it did not matter 
that CAMARO 170 was half Jewish and half Hispanic and RICAN 120 was fully 100 
percent Hispanic you had FRESCO and HONDO were black guys everybody you know were like I 
got ex amount of my cans and you got your cans we are all hitting and if you run out of ex 
amount of paint the other guy three cars down from you would walk down the way from you 
from BATCHESTER and rob a can off of his were he is painting hay you have enough of such and 
such of wet look purple and I need some red devil black for an outline and you would go back 
and the guy would be no problem that was it and you just bombed and you had a good time 
.            

#9 What was your first time getting chased was it before THE CRAZY FIVE or after ?                  
Before it would be at BAYCHESTER for shore just running out of BAYCHESTER was a pain in the 
ass that's why my knees crackle like potatoes chips now all the running and the things that you 
did at that time being chased there was always uneven gravel now got to remember it was a lot 
of running back then . I was with FRESCO 1 and I believe POET 1 we were at BAYCHESTER lay 
up getting chased out of there I mean you only had two ways to get out of there the way you 
got in and the other way you either had to climb out a hole or clime over into this car lot kind of 
place which is still there but sells classic cars out of there on BAYCHESTER AVE and that's the 
only two ways out of there just scatter and no when you were chased no matter if you were 15 
or what ever no matter any age you are there is a rule that was never writ in down you don't 
rat you go hitting you know your out there fucking up having a great time with your buddies but 
if you get caught you never know nothing ever knock wood .  

#10   What was the scene at CO OP CITY in the early years ?                   People don't have any 
idea what was going on there from 1972 and 73 BAYCHESTER lay up was being hit day and night 
my influence that got me started was HONDO 1 and FRESCO 1 they were definitely my first 
influence also as well was SUPER KOOL 223 he was the biggest name of that time period but I 
did not meet him till a few years later but HONDO 1  actually took me to BAYCHESTER           

#11 Do you remember were you were stealing your paint ?         Of course actually I was stealing 
out of CO OP HARDWARE and it is still there and till this day I laugh because when I go in there 
the same people are still there but back then when I used to go there they used to ask me if I 
needed help no thank you I don't need assistance I will just take your epoxy and your red devil 



ha ha excuse me do you need help no thanks has I am walking out with a bunch of cans all over 
my jacket a great five finger discount every body there did it because it was the only paint store 
in the neighborhood       

 # 12 Did you ever had a beef in CO OP CITY ?             The only time back then me and LITTLE 
CRAB had a fist fight in front of RICAN 120 and DR SEX and after I beat LITTLE CRAB up CRAB 1 
and other people jumped me after beating LITTLE CRAB 1 up              

#13   Did you ever put up any other crew before THE CRAZY FIVE ?           Yes before THE CRAZY 
FIVE I actually was put in THE EBONY DUKES by STAFF 161 in 1972 before I was in the CRAZY 
FIVE in 1973 . And HONDO and FRESCO did not put up any crews but so when I got into THE 
EBONY DUKES there was only a few crews back then so you got into anything that was out 
there . You had INDS , EX VANDALS , THE EBONY DUKES and WRITERS ARE RESPECTED which 
belong to PJ 109 and PRIEST 167 that was the beginning the four major crews I remember then 
you had MOD SQUAD was THIRD AVE EL guys that were KAKU , SAKU , KITU and HOLLYWOOD 1 
PP for passing by and he had the super fly shaft out fit if you ever saw him the he would say he 
was HOLLYWOOD 1 PP with a soulful strut a twelve grader I was only in ninth grade at the time 
and also had SPEC 1229 , JAMBU 2 , MOE TR witch was MIKE OF EDENWAL TRAIN WRITER 
, STEVE 63 , CAT 2233 , ROCK 66 , GUN 229 , MOE 61 , BAMBU and AMEREL witch also was 
BOMA 1 also was from EDENWAL , CRIME 1 and ICEMAN were most of the guys from the THIRD 
AVE EL I went to EVANDER CHILDS H. S  basically I would go down the street and there was a 
guy named CAY GEE 9 and he would hit the THIRD AVE EL . And a few other guys like DOC JSA I 
actually beat him up who was in the BLACK SPADES I had a fist fight with him in the hallway in 
front of the BLACK SPADES and the next day in class he punched me right on the nose right on 
the button I mean my face burst like it was somebody says here you are buddy just like that 
that's for kicking my ass in front of everybody your nose burst but the thing that showed real 
respect in the things in that day you could not have now in the same situation I would have bin 
shot to death that guy would have walked in the class and said you just kicked my ass in front 
of  the whole BLACK SPADES in the school a fist fight in the school in the hallway a knocked out 
dragged it out I am taken your face right into the fuckin radiator at the end of the hallway by 
the big window we had that kind of fight the next day he would have not walked into and 
clocked me into the nose he would have shot me .    

 #14  Were you ever into gangs back then ?      No gangs were dumb why were THE BLACK 
SPADES fighting the GOLDEN GIUNIES and the SAVAGE SKULLS hating the SAVAGE NOMADS but 
they also hate guys across town and for what I remember guys in CO OP CITY going to 
BAYCHESTER with there colors on like PROB 2 who was a SAVAGE SKULL and for what did it 
make a difference no we still bombed and had a good time nothing to do with a gang always 
thought it was dumb . The GOLDEN GIUNIES are up by 241 ST by the 2 yard and there calling 
COMET all these kind of derogatory names because he is doing graffiti like a nigger and he was 
ITALIAN just like them . Mean while TE KOOL and TP 3 which was NINE and MIKE 170 and all 
these guys like TAV and other people ITALIANS doing the same thing . But the GOLDEN GIUNIES 
had the nice jackets it was golden and shinny they had really nice jackets but never had 
anything to do with graffiti .   



#15 What lay ups did you hit before the CRAZY FIVE ?            I hit KINGSTON lay up but mostly 
BAYCHESTER lay up till I got into THE CRAZY FIVE then all over the Bronx nobody could stop me I 
was king and you could see everything from my window from BAYCHESTER              

#16   Many kids in the early 1970 S wrote briefly and quit what inspired you to become the king 
of the 2 and five line ?               Being called a DGA by GUN 229 a DGA means YOU DONT GET 
AROUND that was absolutely the most terrible thing a writer could call you in 1972 by a twelve 
grader your mother wears combat boots was not even close a DGA was the worst thing to be 
called ever         

#17 What years were you the king of the 2 and 5 train and who gave you the most competition 
for the title ?        I became the king of the 2 and 5 train in the end of 1974 early 75 with COMET 
1 because DEATH and HONDO first and then VAMM and CRACHEE held that line for those 
several couple of years . AJAX and SILVER TIPS even though they were right there never took 
the line and me and COMET held that line and we defended the line against LEE and THE 
FABULOUS FIVE which was a copy of THE CRAZY FIVE against COLT 1 and SLIP 3 they were really 
after everything was buffed after Mayor Lindsay me and COMET and everybody THE CRAZY 
FIVE . Went through and Mayor BEAM which we went through but after that the whole system 
was buffed so I lost 2000 cars maybe a little more somewhere around there  .  Yeah pain I was 
really upset you could not even comprehend the loss so when COLT 1 and SLIP 3 came along 
what COMET and I did COMET would do a silver and black piece and I would do a dark blue 
piece with a white out line and write again in each piece I did eighteen hundred of those with 
COMET each you hear me each and COLT 1 and SLIP 3 were really right there and they came the 
same time as these to writers FOCUS and BLAST they came around the same time period. Me 
and COMET did around eighteen hundred of those just misties because everything was being 
buffed just to stay ahead of COLT 1 and SLIP 3 we did eighteen hundred of those pieces and 
every piece I used to write again,more , again , more , again , more again again more and 
COMET of course over plus just doing misties to keep up with the buff eighteen hundred misties 
never forget that I actually got tired .  What was genius about what COMET and I were doing I 
had actually put it in his head to make him understand because doing every COMET and BLADE 
in the same color it seemed that we had more pieces then you did to counter the buff because 
every time you see another and they would say we just buffed that and its blue and white and 
silver and black because animals are silver misty eye and it is the same thing with people the 
transit would just get frustrated it we just buffed that and you would see again .              

 # 18 Getting away from CO OP CITY and going to the PARKSIDE PROJECTS  with hanging out 
with THE CRAZY FIVE did you ever go back to CO OP CITY and write with any other writers 
except THE CRAZY FIVE ?                  Afterwards I went back with DR SEX 1 and DR SOUL actually 
showed up I believe that is dynamite 161 my best recollection which is STAFF 161 youngest 
brother not much just hitting around CO OP CITY hitting in the buildings elevators lobbies and 
of course the busses because I was originally a bus writer at the end of the seven ups movie you 
actually see CO OP CITY section 5 being built you will see the building in the background the 
back of section 5 near the am tracks and you will see at the last scene of the seven ups movie 
you actually see a HONDO 1 and you will see buildings in section 5 but the building had no 
windows and you would see a HONDO and the best thing I ever see on a bus was a NIEL 182 a 



person not many people mention or talk about he did a top to bottom on the bus man top to 
bottom on the bus blew my mind . When I went back to CO OP CITY I  would put THE CRAZY 
FIVE on busses but when I was only in CO OP CITY doing mail trucks or at the trains of 
BAYCHESTER I did not write anything because there was no groups then till I did a EBONY 
DUKES was the first crew I put up in a marlin blue top to bottom picture a top to bottom on 
that .     #19 Did you ever see anybody from CO OP CITY and they were quitting back then why 
?        Well all the people from CO OP that wrote were all getting drafted to Vietnam like 
CAMARO 170 and that group were either going to NAM or going to drugs one or the other they 
turned 18 right before water gate because they were born in 1956 they turned 18 and was 
drafted . I went back into the old neighborhood to see childhood friends and saw CRACHEE 11 
and then met VAMM because i grew up with them and they were bombing and we all had a 
great time the best child hood ever by far  

 

 


